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ABSTRACT
Robot Forward kinematic equations' analysis is an essential and important
manner to analysis the position and orientation of the end effectors of a robotic
manipulator, where in this paper, Denavit-Hartenberg notation and method (D – H)
is used to represent the relative kinematic relationships precisely between each two
adjacent links of this robot , besides a kind of artificial neural network (ANN)
which is known as the supervised learning training sets network is investigated to
solve the problem of kinematic analysis of this laboratory five - axes robot, it
shows that the using of the artificial intelligence method which is the neural
networks had offered the facility of dealing with this non linear robotic system by a
simple manner with acceptable faster solution as compared with the traditional
forward kinematic equations analysis method .
Keywords : Denavit–Hartenberg ( D – H ) method , Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) , 5-DOF (Degree Of Freedom) robotic manipulator .

اﺳﺘﻘﺼﺎء اﻟﺘﺤﻠﯿﻞ اﻟﺤﺮﻛﻲ اﻷﻣﺎﻣﻲ ﻹﻧﺴﺎن آﻟﻲ ﻣﻨﺎول ذو ﺧﻤﺴﺔ ﻣﺤﺎور ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام
.طﺮﯾﻘﺔ دﯾﻨﺎﻓﯿﺖ – ھﺎرﺗﻨﺒﯿﺮغ و اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺼﺒﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﯿﺔ
اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
إن ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﺎدﻻت اﻟﺤﺮﻛﯿﺔ اﻷﻣﺎﻣﯿﺔ ﻟﻺﻧﺴﺎن اﻵﻟﻲ ھﻮ أﺳﻠﻮب أﺳﺎﺳﻲ و ﻣﮭﻢ ﻟﺘﺤﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ
 ﺣﯿﺚ اﻧﮫ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺗﺮﻣﯿﺰ و طﺮﯾﻘﺔ, و اﺗﺠﺎه اﻟﻨﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺛﺮة ﻟﻺﻧﺴﺎن اﻵﻟﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺎول
دﯾﻨﺎﻓﯿﺖ – ھﺎرﺗﻨﺒﯿﺮغ ﻟﺘﻤﺜﯿﻞ اﻟﻌﻼﻗﺎت اﻟﺤﺮﻛﯿﺔ اﻟﻨﺴﺒﯿﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ ﻛﻞ وﺻﻠﺘﯿﻦ ﻣﺘﺠﺎورﺗﯿﻦ ﻟﻺﻧﺴﺎن اﻵﻟﻲ
 ﺗﻢ اﻷﺧﺬ ﺑﺄﺣﺪ أﻧﻮاع اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﻌﺼﺒﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﯿﺔ و اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻌﺮف ﺑﺸﺒﻜﺔ,  إﻟﻰ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ذﻟﻚ. ﺑﺪﻗﺔ
 ﻟﺤﻞ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﻠﯿﻞ اﻟﺤﺮﻛﻲ ﻟﮭﺬا اﻹﻧﺴﺎن اﻵﻟﻲ, ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﺎوﻻت اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺮف ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ
 و ظﮭﺮ أن اﺳﺘﺨﺪام طﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﺬﻛﺎء اﻻﺻﻄﻨﺎﻋﻲ ﻣﺘﻤﺜﻼ, أﻟﻤﺨﺘﺒﺮي ذو اﻟﺨﻤﺲ درﺟﺎت ﻟﺤﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﺤﺮﻛﺔ
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ﺑﺎﻟﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﻌﺼﺒﯿﺔ وﻓﺮت إﻣﻜﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻊ ﻣﻨﻈﻮﻣﺔ اﻹﻧﺴﺎن اﻵﻟﻲ اﻟﻼﺧﻄﯿﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﻠﻮب ﻣﺒﺴﻂ و ﺣﻞ
. ﻣﻘﺒﻮل و ﺳﺮﯾﻊ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﺑﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﻠﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪي ﻟﻠﻤﻌﺎدﻻت اﻟﺤﺮﻛﯿﺔ اﻷﻣﺎﻣﯿﺔ
INTRODUCTION
obotic manipulator is a collection of links that connect to each other by
joints, these joints can be revolute or prismatic , where revolute joint has a
rotary motion around an axis and prismatic joint has a linear motion around
an axis. Each joint provides one or more degrees of freedom (DOF) [1] , in this
paper , we will discuss the motion of a 5 – DOF robotic manipulator which is
shown in figure (1) in its two views (this robot is designed & manufactured in
laboratory) , with revolute joints that have ( Base , Shoulder , Elbow , Tool Roll ,
and Tool yaw ) rotation motions .
Generally , Kinematic studies the motion of bodies without consideration of
the forces or moments that cause this
th motion , while robot kinematics refer to the
analytical study of the motion of a robot manipulator. Formulating the suitable
kinematics models for a robot mechanism is very cr
crucial for analyzing the behavior
of industrial manipulators [2] .
In fact the manipulator kinematics is a study of the geometry of manipulator
arm motions. Since the performance of specific manipulator tasks is achieved
through the movement of the manipulator linkages, kinematic is of fundamental
importance
nce in robot design and control besides, the kinematic equation provides
the relationship between the joint displacement and the resulting end-effector
position and orientation.
The problem of finding the end
end-effector position and orientation for a given set
of joint displacements is referred to as the forward kinematics problem [3]. That is,
the forward kinematics problem allows one to specify in a unique manner the
relationship between the joint vector (θ) and the Cartesian vector (x) as:
x(t) = f(θ(t))
Where f is the function defining the forward kinematic relation of the manipulator,
and t is the time. Normally, the forward Kinematic equation can be obtained either
classically from the spatial geometry of the manipulator or by solving certain
matrix algebraic equations, orr from an artificial intelligence method like the neural
network as what will be discussed in this paper .

R

Figure (1) : The 55- DOF robotic manipulator
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DENAVIT–HARTENBERG ANALYSIS
Kinematics analysis starts with the determination of the position of each joint
given the configuration of the robot, the base position and orientation, the angles of
the revolute joints, and the length of the links of the robot; this is called the
forward kinematics solution (FKS) of the robot [4].
Denavit & Hartenberg (1955) showed that a general transformation between two
joints requires four parameters. These parameters known as the DenavitDenavit
Hartenberg (DH) parameters have become the standard for describing robot
kinematics [2].
In order to represent the relative kinematics relationship precisely between each
two adjacent links, the Denavit-Hartenberg
Hartenberg (D-H) notation will be followed in this
paper.
The four important ( DH parameters) as was defined in [5] that relate
neighboring coordinate systems are :
• αi is the angle from zi−1
1 to zi, measured about xi.
• di is the distance from xi−1
1 to xi, as measured along zi
zi−1.
• ai is the distance from zi−1
1 to zi measured along xi.
• θi is the angle from xi−1
1 to xi, measured about zi−1
zi [6].
To calculate the position of the end effector in the universe frame , a series
of matrix calculations must be performed which find the position of the end
effector relative to each robotic joint , tthis series of matrix multiplications gives the
position and orientation of the end
end-effector (the tool) in the universe frame. Each
rotational joint has a specific “joint angle” which is the angle of rotation of the
joint axis from its home position. Each joint angle is designa
designated using the Greek
letter θ followed by the joint number.
) :
DH formula for calculating forward kinematics (

. . .( 1)

Defining the D-H
H parameters as presented and writing the homogenous
transformation matrices for i= 1… n (n is DOF of the robot ) , represents the
transformation of the body i or frame i+1 with respect to its previous body ii-1 or
the frame attached to it i.e. frame i The homogeneous transformation matrix of the
end effector frame with respect to frame1 i.e. is now obtained by postmultiplication of the above individual homogeneous transformation Ti, for
i=1…..n [7].
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Artificial Neural Network
Interest
nterest in artificial intelligence control researches like neural networks ha
has
been increased lastly , to reduce the computational complexity of motion planning
and control for manipulators and to deal with the non linear systems that would be
difficult or impossible to model mathematically [8,9].
Besides , The availability of process control computers and associate
associated data
historians make it easy to generate neural network solutions for process modeling
and control. Neural network solutions are well accepted in process systems since
they are cost-effective, easy-to-understand,
understand, nonlinear (especially the multi layered
neural networks ), data-driven , and parallel distributed structure with learning
ability [10,11].
Many of the neural networks for robot kinematic control are feed forward networks
such as the multilayer perceptron trained via supervised learning using the back
propagation algorithm or its variants. Recurrent neural networks with feedback
connections, such as the Hopfield networks, have also been applied for kinematic
control[8].A supervised teach NN is used in this paper as a learning rule .
Kinematic Modeling
ling of the Robot
The laboratory robot which
ich is used in this paper is a 5
5-axes manipulator
composed of serial links which are affixed to each other by revolute joints, each
joint is a servo motor from the base to the end effector. The forward kinematic
kinemati
model is obtained using the previously mentioned (D-H) method. First of all, the
coordinate frames are attached to each joint of the robot as shown in (figure 2) ,
according to the assigned frames the parameters of the DH for the robot a, α, d, and
θ which represent for the robot ; link length, link twist, link offset, and joint angle
respectively which is shown in ( table 1) .

Figure (2) : The joints' frames of the robot
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Table 1: D-H parameters of the robot
Axis

θ

d

a

α

Home

1

θ1

0

0

-π/2

0

2

θ2

0

8

0

0

3

θ3

0

8

0

0

4

θ4

0

0

- π/2

-π/2

5

θ5

1.4

0

0

0

Where angles are measured in degrees , lengths are measured in
centimeters , and Home is the default joint angle of the robot .
In order to get the position of the end effector i.e. the coordinates x, y, z
; the link transformation matrix (eq. 1) is used. The mathematic representation of a
kinematic chain is

=

.

Forward kinematic T
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−S
C
0
0

−d S
d C
0
1

… (6)

to get the tool coordinates with respect to the base of the
robot :

+
+

- [
= 1.4

[
[

+
,

+
+
]

=

]
]

…(7)
…(8)
…(9)

=8

Neural Network Results and Discussions
In this paper , a supervised teach NN is used as a learning rule in which the
input to the network is the interred set of five joints' angles of the robot , while the
network target is the end-effector coordinates (x, y, z) as represented in equations 7
to 9 .
The neural output results are compared to the targets, the perceptron learning
rule will then adjust and modify the weights and the biases of the network in
order to move the network outputs closer to the targets. The number of layers are
chosen to be five and the number of neurons is ten while the transfer function is
Log-Sigmoid as below:

a=f w +b
a=

…(10)
… (11) ,

n = w + b …(12)

Where n is the summer output , p is the scalar input , w is the scalar weight to
form w .
b is bias, a is the scalar neuron output . The scalar input p represents x, y, z as
follows:

x = f1(θ , θ , θ , θ , θ )
y = f2(θ , θ , θ , θ , θ )
z = f3(θ , θ , θ , θ , θ )

…(13) ,
…(14),
…(15)

Where these equations are clearly accorded with equations 7, 8 & 9 respectively .
The neural network toolbox in MATLAB is used to investigate the
supervised learning algorithm , where the neural network parameters are :
Network type is the feed forward back-propagation
Number of layers L=5 , Number of neurons K=10
The input vector n has five elements theta1, theta2, theta3 , theta4 and theta5
The output vector a has the three elements x, y, and z
The input weight matrix of the first layer WK,n
The second weight matrix Wa,K , Training function= trainlm
Adaptation learning function=learngdm , Performance function=mse (mean square
error) , Transfer function= logsig.
The proposed neural network training process algorithm could be seen
through the flow chart shown in figure (3) .
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* : network type , training , adaptation learning , performance and transfer
functions , L , K , n , a , Wk,n , Wa,k .
Figure (3) : The Training Process Flowchart
In figure (4)) , the MATLAB neural network interface shows the learning
rule progress and performance .
During neural network training , the progress is constantly updated in the
training window. Of most interest are the performance, the magnitude of the
gradient of performance and the number of validation checks. The magnitude of
the gradient and the number of validation checks are used to terminate our NN
training.
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We notice that the gradient will become very small as the training reaches
a minimum of the performance , while the network training will stop as the
magnitude of the gradient is less than a limited number which can be adjusted by
setting the min. gradient of the net .
The number of validation checks represents the number of successive
iterations that the validation performance fails to decrease , the training will stop
according to the chosen number of validation checks , where this criterion could be
changed by setting the parameter max. fail of the net.

Figure (4) : The Neural Network Training Interface

From the training window, we can access the states of the NN
performance, training , error histogram and regression. The performance plot as in
figure (5) shows the value of the mean square error (which is the difference
between the target & output values ) versus the iteration number. It plots training,
validation and test performances, we notice that the best validation performance
0.002615 had been achieved at epoch 119 . Besides , the mean square error had
decreased in an obvious manner , so good NN training was accomplished .
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Figure (5) : The Neural Network Performance plot
In Figure (6) , we can see various gradients at epochs with the vises error
percentage , the effect of Mu factor changing ( which is the constant that had set
at the beginning of the program , it controls how much the weights will be
changed at each iteration ) , and this figure also shows the failure situations during
NN training .

Figure (6) : Training state of the neural network
The regression plots show a regression between network outputs and
network targets where we can use these regression plots to validate the network
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performance and as well known in NNs , it's a good indicant if the target and the
output are quietly convergent ( making the factor R which relates each of the target
& output is near from 1) , where this is exactly what could be shown in our
suggested network as seen by plots of figure (7) .

Figure (7) : The Regression of the neural network
Returning to our robotic manipulator , we can input any value of joints' angles
(within their physical range of designed motion ) starting from theta1 to theta 5 , to
deliver the robotic end-effector coordinates x, y, & z by D-H method according to
eq.(7) , (8), & (9) alternatively . This what we call Target , while entering the same
angles' values to the designed NN will deliver what we call the output , the
difference between targets & outputs should be as low as possible connecting them
by R as mentioned above, but there will be often this difference as seen by
fig.(7),(10) & (11), where not all of the actual outputs' elements will be equal to the
targets.
In fact , the best R we had got from our NN was 0.9996 which is so near
from the ideal one 1(after more than 115 iterations) . As we reach this value , we
can input any joints' angles , for example , the robot home position (figure 2) (ɵ1=
0 , ɵ2= 0 ,ɵ3= 0, ɵ4= -90 , ɵ5= 0 ) degrees, in D-H method we have x= 18.0000 ,
y= 0.0000 & z= 0.0121 , while in NN method we have x= 18.0072, y= 0.0000 , &
z= 0.0121048.Where the NN results were so sufficient , keeping in mind the NN
simplicity and rapidity .
We notice that having a real robotic manipulator to study the forward
kinematics gave us the credibility in results , especially after the joints' axes
analysis and parameters finding ,depending on the rotation angles' design and links'
lengths , and taking in consideration the possible values range of each joint .Also ,
there will be the ability to convoy the real – time operation of the robot .
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An important point must be considered is that ; each time a neural network
is trained , can result in a different solution due to different initial weights' and
biases' values and different divisions of data into training, validation, and test sets.
As a result, different neural networks trained on the same problem can give
different outputs for the same input. To ensure that a neural network of good
accuracy has been found ,we retrain several times , as could be noted by the results
shown in figures 8 to 11 where random initial weights and biases are considered .

Figure (8) : Selecting the initial weights & biases of layer1 of the
neural network

Figure (9) : Selecting the initial weights & biases of layer2 of the
neural network
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Figure (10)) : Regression of NN after changing layer 1 weights & biases

Figure (11)) : Regression of NN after changing layer 2 weights & biases
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Another note is that as MU controls how much the weights are changed on
each iteration , it can be expected that too small of this value will cause the
network to converge too slowly. In comparison, too large of this value will cause
the convergence to be erratic, and will exhibit an oscillation around the final
solution. Thus , trying a suitable value for this constant may solve the NN
difficulty to learn .
Finally , we could see by this study , that NN had offered a simple and fast
method to deal with the non linear kinematic equations of the robot , especially as
the robot become more complicated with high DOF and noisy data , less time
means less effort & cost . Besides , the NN programming is not as complex as the
D-H one , with capability to be updated , developed to deal with other robot
problems like finding the Inverse Kinematic equations and avoiding the robots'
joints singularities .In fact , we can perform a real-time operations on our robot
using NN as a development for this work.
On the other hand , the D-H convention method will be sufficient with small
robot's DOF , also the NN may have a little less accuracy than D-H . Besides ,
there must be a skill existence to deal with neural network to reach to the suitable
learned one with the most acceptable results . Also , as we notice from figures 5&6
, the learning effect of the neural network has the limitation of falling in remaining
of accuracy unchanging after some specified time of learning , this limitation could
be decreased by considering some suggestions like changing one or more of the
initial NN functions , or changing the number of NN layers or neurons or both of
them , or by changing the weights' and biases' values .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper , the forward kinematics analysis of an actual laboratory 5DOF robotic manipulator was discussed by two parts , the first part had used the
Denavit -Hartenberg (D-H) convention method , while the second part had
accomplished using the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method which was
simulated by MATLAB programming .
In spite of the importance of the traditional D-H convention method for the
sake of analyzing the robot kinematics , a recent universal scientific trend has been
appeared to involve the artificial intelligence in the robot motion controlling
researches . Thus an artificial neural network had built , by this paper , to overcome
the difficulties that occurred in dealing with the kinematics of the nonlinear robotic
system . Besides , we noticed that the designed ANN could be trained in a fast
manner and acceptable solutions , the differences in actual and predicted target
values using this ANN shows that approximately no error was achieved , by other
words , the results showed the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed
analysis and motion control of the robotic forward kinematics procedures using
ANN.
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